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 Exoskeletons can assist human locomotion

 Issue: Populations that could use assistance 
cannot undergo lengthy optimization
 Optimal control for specific tasks is 

unknown
 Hand-tuning controllers is time-intensive 

and exhausting
 Solution: HiLO is less time-consuming and 

more accurate than hand-tuning
 Human-in-the-Loop Optimization (HiLO) is 

a “machine learning” process that uses 
biological signals to tune exoskeleton 
controllers [1]

 Typical biological signal used for HiLO is 
metabolic cost
 ~2 minutes to estimate steady-state [2]

 Long duration (>1hr) for high-parameter 
controllers (>4 parameters) [1]

 Electromyography (EMG) is less cumbersome 
and could reach steady-state faster than 
metabolic cost[3]
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Can Muscle Activity Be Used to Predict Energetically Optimal Step Frequency?

Figure 1 Stride-normalized muscle activation (EMG) for Soleus at 75 BPM 
with EMG processing equations. The sum-square (SumSq), integral (Int), 

and waveform length (WL) per muscle per gait cycle is calculated. The sum 
of each muscle calculation is done with no muscle weightings (UW) or 

relative muscle volume (RMV) weightings.

Figure 3 Optimal step 
frequency prediction 
(dashed lines) using 

quadratic fits of steady-
state metabolic cost (Left y-

axis) and relative muscle 
volume (RMV) EMG sums 

(Right y-axis).Split-Belt 
Treadmill
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Figure 2 Optimal step 
frequency prediction 
(dashed lines) using 

quadratic fits of steady-
state metabolic cost (Left 
y-axis) and unweighted 

(UW) EMG sums (Right y-
axis). 

Figure 4 Predictive accuracy 
between unweighted (UW) and 
relative muscle volume (RMV) 
weighted muscle activity sums. 
Error calculated as the absolute 
percentage difference from the 

metabolically optimal step 
frequency.
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Waveform Length (WL):
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HYPOTHESIS
The optimal step frequency to minimize 

metabolic cost will be equivalent for EMG

CONCLUSIONS
EMG can be minimized at the same optimal 

step frequency as metabolic cost

OBJECTIVE
Validate EMG as a proxy for metabolic cost to 

for HiLO by seeing if it predicts the same 
optimal solution (step frequency)
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